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Purpose/Description of the book:
‘Number Talks’ needs to be in the hands of every educator. Number talks is an approach

teachers can use to develop and deepen students’ mental mathematical thinking. Number talks
focus on developing efficient, flexible, accurate computational strategies that focus on number
relationships and number theory.

Benefits of the book ‘Number Talks’:
This is a dense, compact book that is very repetitive in each section allowing any

educator, regardless of experience, to flip to a specific grade/strategy/operation number talk and
implement it. The book is extremely user friendly as it is organized by grade level with different
number talk ideas and strategies. Using multiple tables, the book begins by outlining where you
can find specific number talks relevant to the four main mathematical operation strategies
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division). The tables organize number talk examples
with their focal strategy, grade level, and the respective page number. Each number talk is
thoroughly explained and supported with a wide range of examples to use to practice the
strategy. The examples show various ways students might “see” (solve) the same problem.
Furthermore, the book teaches educators how to prepare students for a number talk and how to
design a purposeful and useful number talk for the whole class or small groups.

There are numerous video clips included throughout the book that can be scanned with a
QR code so you can watch a real-life number talk in action. Watching the videos allows for a
deeper understanding of how to facilitate these 5- 15 minute segments and what to expect from a
variety of learners.  There are a few reproducibles in the appendix, including five/ten frames and
how to make rekenreks. The book also provides additional suggested resources by grade to
supplement numeracy lessons.

Final Thoughts on The Book:
‘Number Talks’ provides an incredible, necessary resource for all elementary educators.

It provides a clear and easy to understand method of supporting mathematical thinking within
your students’ ability. We can’t wait to begin implementing number talks in our own classrooms!


